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- I'm speaking to you from the unceded homelands of the xʷməθkʷəyə̓m (Musqueam), 
Sḵwxw̱ú7mesh (Squamish), and Selí̓lw̓itulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations  

- Health disparities exist here because of the effects of colonization and white supremacy 

- Today my talk will focus on health economics and philosophy of science, both fields 
which are dominated by white people and which put up barriers to people of colour 

- This talk will raise questions that need answers, and the answers will reflect the values of 
the people who answer them. My own hopes are that the answers will:  

- Come from a representative group of people including Black, Indigenous, and other 
people of colour 

- Privilege the value of justice
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- TRANSPARENCY: 

- HOW ARE SOME HEALTH ECONOMISTS TALKING ABOUT IT? 

- HOW ARE SOME PHILOSOPHERS OF SCIENCE TALKING ABOUT IT? 

- TRANSPARENCY-AND 

- SUMMARY OF THEORY & DESIGN OF PMN 

- GOALS- NEXT STEPS? 

- REFERENCES & THANKS  

- DISCUSSION

OUTLINE
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- Model Transparency and Validation: A Report of the ISPOR-SMDM Modeling Good 
Research Practices Task Force-7 (Eddy et al. 2012, for quotes see p.844-845).  

- "Transparency refers to the extent to which interested parties can review a model’s 
structure, equations, parameter values, and assumptions." 

- "It does not refer to the formulation, conduct, or results of a particular analysis" 

- Transparency serves two purposes:  

- Provide "a non-quantitative description of the model to readers who want to 
understand in a general way how a model works" 

- Provide "technical information to readers who want to evaluate a model at higher level 
of mathematical and programming detail, and possibly replicate it" 

- Overall intent is to "provide sufficient information to enable the full spectrum of readers 
to understand a model’s accuracy, limitations, and potential applications at a level 
appropriate to their expertise and needs"

TRANSPARENCY IN HEALTH ECONOMICS
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- ISPOR-SMDM statement rightly draws a connection between model transparency and 
model validation. Their view: 

- "It is also important to stress that transparency by itself does not imply that a model is 
accurate. A model can be transparent but yield the wrong answer (e.g., the erroneous 
formula Distance=Rate/Time is transparent but wrong). Conversely, a model can lack 
transparency for most readers, but be correct." 

- "Ultimately, what matters is whether a model accurately predicts what occurs in reality." 

- Conclude that "transparency and validation are inextricably linked"  

- Both required for users to have "confidence" in a model

-AND VALIDATION: ISPOR-SMDM VIEW
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- USA: Carlson JJ et al. Achieving Appropriate Model Transparency: Challenges and 
Potential Solutions for Making Value-Based Decisions in the United States. 
Pharmacoeconomics. 2019;37:1321-1327  

- UK & EU: Kent S et al. The Challenge of Transparency and Validation in Health Economic 
Decision Modelling: A View from Mount Hood. Pharmacoeconomics. 2019;37:1305-1312 

- CAN & UK: Sampson CJ et al. Transparency in Decision Modelling: What, Why, Who and 
How? Pharmacoeconomics. 2019;37:1355-1369 

- Commonalities: 

- Views expressed relative to ISPOR-SMDM definition 

- Focus on understanding 'WHAT' transparency means in practice  

- Focus on understanding risks and benefits of different answers to that question 

- Take-away: context and values (i.e., goals, priorities) are central to conversations about 
transparency in health economics

RECENT DISCOURSE
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- Model Registries 

- Database of models planned, under development, or conducted but not reported 

- Reporting Standards 

- Checklists/guidelines suggesting or mandating what information to disclose 

- Purpose of the model, theoretical basis for model structure, assumptions 
underpinning it, how data are identified/used, results of validation exercises, etc. 

- Technical versus non-technical documentation 

- Reference Models 

- More comprehensive representation, more complete evidence synthesis 

- "We consider the development of reference models as a step towards transparency 
because, by their nature, reference models separate the model building activity from 
specific applications." Sampson et al. (2019, p. 4 of PDF) 

WHAT? 
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- Open-Source Models (i.e., Direct Access to Various Things) 

- Data 

- Code 

- Model itself in whole or part 

- Online interfaces allowing users to change parameters 

- Peer Review 

- Process as-is or adapted (e.g., done independently of publication process) 

- "Transparency and peer review have a bidirectional relationship, with each enhancing 
the other." (Sampson et al. 2019, p.  

- Collaboration (Multi-stakeholder) 

- Modelling networks in specific disease or decision problem areas 

- Conferences to compare results of competing models

WHAT? (CONT'D)
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- Productivity 

- Prevent duplication 

- Increase efficiency/avoid delays 

- Scope & Rigour   

- Error reduction (check/ensure robustness, optimality of inputs) 

- Improve quality (accuracy, reliability, relevance, uncertainty analysis) 

- Facilitate validation  

- Accountability 

- "Accountability for reasonableness" (healthcare decision-making should be public) 

- Maintenance of intellectual property (citations, publications, credit, influence) 

- Greater credibility (trust, confidence, best practices, reduce bias) 

- General understanding, innovation, better decisions

WHY? (PURPOSE, GOALS, BENEFITS)
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- Industry 

- Consultants 

- Researchers 

- Publishers 

- Health Care Decision-Makers 

- Professional Associations 

- Wider Society (patients, public)

WHO?
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- Removing Barriers 

- Legal 

- Software 

- Knowledge 

- Creating Incentives 

- Monetary 

- Non-Monetary 

- Quality Assurance 

- Establishing Infrastructure 

- Mandates 

- Platforms 

- Stakeholder Networks

HOW?
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- Defining transparency in health economics is a question of establishing norms 

- Norms to be established at least in terms of What, Why, Who and How 

- 'Why' is a cross-cutting question: 

- For every possible manifestation of transparency ('What'), we can ask 'Why' 

- For every possible user ('Who') or mechanism ('How'), we can ask 'Why' 

- 'Why' provokes 'Why not?'  

- Establishing norms takes conversation around risks & benefits 

- What trade-offs do stakeholders want to make? 

- How and at what level(s) do stakeholders want to establish norms? 

- ISPOR-SMDM or other body establishes norms for the entire field? 

- Norms established by province, sector, research team?  

- What information do stakeholders need to consider to establish norms?

THOUGHTS
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- "While the scientific community has focused especially on developing initiatives for 
disclosing data and methods, philosophers of science have focused more of their 
attention on transparency about value judgments"  

- Discourse around transparency embedded in discourse around how to maintain 
"trustworthiness, objectivity, and legitimacy of scientific results"

TRANSPARENCY IN PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

Elliott, Kevin. Canadian Journal of Philosophy (2020), 1–14.
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- "Scientific objectivity is a characteristic of scientific claims, methods and results.  

- It expresses the idea that the claims, methods and results of science are not, or should 
not be influenced by particular perspectives, value commitments, community bias or 
personal interests, to name a few relevant factors. 

- Objectivity is often considered as an ideal for scientific inquiry, as a good reason for 
valuing scientific knowledge, and as the basis of the authority of science in society"

TRANSPARENCY & OBJECTIVITY

Reiss J & Sprenger J. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2017.
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- Objectivity "is about truth, and how to get at it" (Elisabeth Lloyd) 

- Four meanings, "often mixed and matched" into specific notions of objectivity: 

- Detached, disinterested, unbiased, impersonal, invested in no particular point of view 
(or not having a point of view)  

- Public, publicly available, observable, or accessible (at least in principle) 

- Existing independently or separately from us 

- Really existing, Really Real, the way things really are

TRANSPARENCY & OBJECTIVITY

Lloyd, Elisabeth. Synthese, Sep., 1995, Vol. 104, No. 3. 
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TRANSPARENCY & OBJECTIVITY

Elliott, Kevin. Philosophy of Science, 85 (December 2018) p.861.
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- 'Value-Free Ideal' for science suggests values are acceptable in 'external' phases of 
science, unacceptable in 'internal' phases. At least four major challenges to it: 

- GAP: Scientists must incorporate at least some assumptions into their work. These 
assumptions introduce social values 

- ERROR: Scientists have to decide when there is enough evidence to make a claim. 
This requires considering the consequences of error, so it requires social values. 

- BOUNDARY: There is no clear difference between scientific and social values 

- CASCADE: Value judgments that are accepted in 'early external' phases science (i.e., 
picking topic to study) have a cascade effect throughout the scientific process

OBJECTIVITY AS VALUE-FREEDOM?

Harvard, Werker & Silva. Soc Sci Med 253, 2020.
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OBJECTIVITY AS VALUE-FREEDOM?
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OBJECTIVITY AS VALUE-FREEDOM?

"I’m doing this study right now where I use 
data from three studies... I have good data 

especially in one of them and not in the two 
others. So, I have two choices. Either I pull the 
three together and I let go of ethnicity or I stick 
with ethnicity and my sample size is now way 

smaller. My model is way worse in terms of 
how it will perform.  Which one you go with?"
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- Many philosophers of science reject the Value-Free Ideal and have aimed to articulate 
alternative ideals 

- These can be understood as ideals for maximizing scientific objectivity and/or as ideals 
for managing value judgments in science 

- One of the most detailed and influential alternative ideals is the one laid out by the 
philosopher of science Helen Longino (1990, 2002) 

- 'Contextual Empiricism' or 'Social Value Management Ideal' (Rolin 2017) 

- Alternative ideals generally engage with and/or have elements in common with Longino's 
proposal (cf. Elliott 2018, 2020; Intemann 2017; Rolin 2017)

ALTERNATIVE IDEALS
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- Science is “objective to the degree that it permits transformative criticism” (1990, p. 76). 

- Transformative criticism requires: 

- Public Venues for Criticism 

- Research methods, assumptions, reasoning, and evidence criticized in public 
forums; knowledge claims, grounds, consequences evaluated  

- Uptake of Criticism 

- Responses required (e.g., new data, methods reasons, arguments) 

- Public Standards 

- Recognized standards define relevant criticism; standards criticized & transformed  

- Tempered Equality of Intellectual Authority (Diversity of Values) 

- Criticism most effective when carried out from diverse perspectives 

- Capacity for critical discussion equal, intellectual authority 'tempered' according to 
differences in domain-specific knowledge

SVMI (LONGINO 1990, 2002)
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- Leading account of objectivity (cf. Reiss & Springer 'Scientific Objectivity', 2017) 

- Key questions: 

- How many and which perspectives must be heard for science to be objective? 

- How exactly should authority be distributed between scientists/non-scientists? 

- What in science should be subject to democratic approval and when/in what sense?  

- Even before answering, prima facie reason to pursue SVMI (or similar): 

"Where the process of inquiry has certain built-in procedural features ("safeguards", we 
sometimes call them) we are inclined to trust it more than we would a procedure that fails to 

have those features." (Fine, 1998)

RECEPTION OF SVMI
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CRITERIA FOR OBJECTIVITY

Elliott, Kevin. Philosophy of Science, 85 (December 2018) p.861.Elliott, Kevin. Philosophy of Science, 85 (December 2018) p.861.

TRANSPARENCY, REPRODUCIBILITY, EFFECTIVE CRITICISM
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8 DIMENSIONS OF TRANSPARENCY
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8 DIMENSIONS OF TRANSPARENCY

Patient-Oriented Research
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- Theoretical foundation of PMN understands transparency as a pre-condition for objective 
science: 

- e.g., required for science to be reproducible 

- e.g., required for effective criticism, particularly of value judgments 

- Pre-condition view is similar to ISPOR-SMDM's, i.e., transparency-and validation 

- Note: ISPOR-SMDM's definition of validation faces many challenges (cf. Vemer et al. 
2013; Vemer et al. 2016) 

- e.g., "Ultimately, what matters is whether a model accurately predicts what occurs in 
reality." 

- Leading account of model validity in philosophy of modelling is ADEQUACY-FOR-
PURPOSE (cf. Parker 2020) 

- AFP view raises further theoretical questions (e.g., Parker & Winsberg 2018; Harvard & 
Winsberg, under review) 

TRANSPARENCY-AND  
TRANSFORMATIVE CRITICISM
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- Public Venues for Criticism: 

- The PMN enables direct access to models and supporting information (e.g., research 
methods, assumptions, reasoning, evidence) 

- With stakeholder support, could add explicit information about value judgments 

- Feedback privately via web query form, publicly in an online discussion forum, or via 
PMN panel (i.e., formal evaluation) 

- Uptake of Criticism: 

- PMN will forward all feedback received to relevant developers (models or videos) 

- Decisions regarding uptake of criticism rest with developers 

- Tempered Equality of Intellectual Authority (Diversity of Values) 

- Educational videos and other resources (e.g., blog posts) for range of audiences  

- Shared Standards 

- Note limited guidance about model transparency (cf. Sampson et al. 2019)

DESIGN OF THE PMN                 SVMI
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- Promote conversation and debate about the many dimensions of transparency, e.g.,: 

- What purposes of transparency are most important? 

- What are the risks and benefits of different content, mechanisms, venues, etc? 

- What audiences and actors are most important to engage in setting norms? 

- Work toward establishing new norms for transparency in health economics 

- Promote conversation about model validity, including adequacy-for-purpose view

GOALS
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- PMN is a pilot project, success is open question 

- How to engage stakeholders in conversation? 

- Whose values should guide further development of the PMN? 

- How to accomplish goals in the current climate?

NEXT STEPS?
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